
Making Cattail Mats 

Here are instructions for one system of making cattail mats.  Having written them, to the best 

of my ability, I now feel more understanding about the challenges faced by technical writers!  

Skills such as these can absolutely be learned by reading a book (I’ve done it many times), but 

this is the hard way.  Learning a physical skill from a human is more fun and easier, so share 

what you have seen in this workshop in person if you can. 

 

Materials and Supplies 

 String in two to three different thicknesses, including one you can thread through a craft 

needle and one that’s a little thicker. 

 2-5 craft needles 

 Scissors and/or garden clippers 

 Sticks – two thin, even, straight sticks are for stabilizing your mat – should be a couple of 

inches shorter than your intended mat width 

 Cattails – 20 to 200 or more, depending on intended mat length (see “collecting cattails) 

 

Setup 

 Plan to make your mat on a table top, the floor, or the ground.  Wherever you work, you 

need: 

 A way to secure your anchor strings (see illustration) at four points – tied to chair backs or 

stakes, or pinned by bricks or rocks 

 A clean surface for your supplies and your growing mat (if on the ground, work over a 

blanket, sheet or tarp) 

 

Preparing Materials 

 Trim cattails to about 4” longer than your intended mat width and soak them in warm 

water for at least 20 minutes or cool water for at least an hour. 

 Thread 2-5 craft needles with thin but sturdy string about 6” longer than your intended mat 

length, up to 20” long (you’ll tie on more when string runs out for a longer mat). 

 Tie the craft needle strings (“weavers” – see illustration) to one of your sticks, spacing 

them evenly 

 Measure out two binder strings (see illustration) about as long as your arm and tie them, at 

their middle, to the ends of your stick with a half-knot. 

 Lay your stick, with all its wiggly strings, between your anchor strings (see illustration) 

 

Adding Cattails 



 Lay one cattail next to your stick so that it is over the binder string and under the anchor 

string on each side.  The cattail should extend 1-2 inches beyond the anchor string on each 

side. 

 Fold the cattail over the anchor string on one side. 

 Use the binder strings to tie the folded cattail in place with a half knot. 

 Move over to the nearest weaver string and pass the craft needle through the cattail so that 

the string is hidden within the cattail as much as possible. 

 Moving from one side of the mat to the other, pass each weaver string through the cattail. 

 Fold the other end of the cattail over the anchor string and tie it in place with the binder 

strings. 

 Add more cattails as above.  You may want to alternate thick and thin ends to make the 

mat more even. 

 

To Finish 

 When you are happy with the length of your mat, lay your other stick in line with the last 

cattail. 

 Tie the binder strings to the ends of the stick with permanent knots. 

 Tie the weaver strings to the ends of the stick with permanent knots.  It may be helpful to 

leave the needles on while you do this, as they can help you get the string through the tight 

spot between the stick and the last cattail. 

 Leave the anchor strings loose.  They can be used to hang your mat or to tie it closed for 

storage.  Or, you could tie the anchor strings together for a hanger and decoration. 

 Love your mat!!!  Hooray! 


